
Smart Home with the Genuino
101* board and Maker Materials

What will you need? 

Creating your code
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What will be smart about
your home?
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To complete this activity each
group will need: 1 x Genuino 101
board, 1 x Seeed studio starter

kit, Maker materials.

Smart homes come in all shapes and
sizes for this example we want our

smart home to control lights (led) and
activate window blinds (using the

servo) based upon the amount of light
there is. We will use the Light Sensor,

led and Servo.

When you completed the Seeed
studio introductory guide you will
have noticed all the pre-loaded

sketches to make use of the contents
of the Seeed kit.  In this example we
will need to combine the code from
the light sensor and servo example. 

Open the Grove Light Sensor
example. You will notice this code is
set to turn on the led when there is
a low level of light. Now open the
Grove Servo example. This code
does more than we need, but you
will need the basics from the

beginning as well as the setup and
loop sections. Copy what you think

you need to the Light Sensor
example to get the servo move
between 90 and 180 degrees

dependent on the level of light (this
will take some tinkering!)

If you had trouble with the previous
section a sample of the code can be

found here: http://bit.ly/101SmartHome
Now connect your servo, light sensor
and led to the ports you identified in

your code. 

Click upload and see what happens
when you cover the light sensor.

Time to tinker

Going Further
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Our homes are getting smarter every day. Air conditioning, wireless access and so
much more. All this and more can be done with a microcontroller.

Please be aware this is a level 3 activity. It is assumed you have successfully set up
your Genuino 101 board following the guide at http://bit.ly/101-101 and have also
completed the Seeed studio introductory activity at http://bit.ly/ArdSeeed 

This guide was inspired by the collaorative efforts of the Intel Education Australia and MacICT
Innovations centre teams

Add in maker Materials
The last part is to add the parts to
make it a realistic model home.

Cardboard will come in handy and
you will need to get creative to make
your servo blind controller work.

Have fun innovating and be sure to
share your designs!

STEPWire up
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Now that you have mastered the basics see if you can go further:
Research Smart Homes and see what other components you could add in using

Microcontrollers.
http://innovationtoolbox.intel.com.au

http://bit.ly/101SmartHome
http://innovationtoolbox.intel.com.au/

